LeadGen
Turnkey NCE design & optimization service

What is LeadGen?
LeadGen is a strategic long term engagement offered by VLife based on strong in-house discovery capability and knowledge in the areas
of Oncology, Diabetes & its complications and CNS areas. Under LeadGen, VLife dedicates a team of scientists to the customer who work
as an extension of the customers’ in-house R&D team. These scientists have full access to the entire technology portfolio of VLife’s
technologies for molecular modeling and simulation, screening and ADMET prediction. In addition, the customer are benefited from
VLife’s comprehensive knowledge base & decision support system VLifeIRBS which connects the biological information and chemical
space effectively. Depending on the mandate, VLife also undertakes full responsibility to complete entire study up to the IND filing stage
for the discovery with its laboratory partners, who are experts in their respective areas.

What is VLife’s research track record?
The VLife team has a sterling discovery track record of NCE design, optimization as well as New indication discovery. The core value that
VLife brings is the proven ability of ‘Multi-targeting’ by choice. Strong understanding of druggable targets, cross acting pathways in the
areas of Oncology, Diabetes & its complications and CNS has been built over continuing work over the past several years.

Exclusivity Policy Statement
VLife engages with a customer for LeadGen in a specific target/s of the customer’s choice. In case of extensive engagements, this effort
could encompass exploration of all druggable targets in a pathway. For the period of the engagement and till the Product Patents are filed
for the outcome, VLife provides complete exclusivity to the customer and does not undertake similar research for another customer.

Confidentiality Statement
A LeadGen engagement often requires significant information exchange on a continuous basis. VLife also appreciates the customer may
wish to have the freedom in the timing of filing patents on discoveries resulting from the LeadGen engagement. For this purpose, VLife
enters into a two way Confidential Disclosure Agreement.

Why customers work with VLife for LeadGen
1.

Proven discovery track record of the VLife scientific team and technologies.

2.

A proven and efficient technology enabled drug discovery process.

3.

Knowledge in wide range of therapeutic areas e.g. Oncology, CNS, Anti-fungals, Diabetes and its complications.

4.

Cutting-edge-technologies which make the research comprehensive and fast.

5.

Ability to assist at any stage of research - From ‘Idea to IND’
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